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"Kyyah shares stories in a way that draws you

in and you feel greatly impacted as a result.

She is wise beyond her years sharing such

useful information!" - Brian Schulman, CEO of

Voice Your Vibe

Step into a career of purpose 

Find a job before graduation

The Prepared Graduate - navigate life after

college like a boss 

Get the pay you deserve! 

Define your own definition of success 

Navigate S.T.E.M careers with ease

Your Network is Your Networth

Be the change you want to see: an address

to marginalized professionals in S.T.E.M

ReBuild: an address to pharmaceutical and

healthcare organizations on how to 

 improve the lack of diversity in clinical

research 
 

 

other topics can be explored on request

Kyyah Abdul calls herself a "Zillennial", a hybrid

between Millennials and Generation Z as she

feels she understands the career concerns of

both generations. She started Career Savage

to address the career gaps within the

education system.

This career rebel and public health

professional climbed her way up the corporate

ladder achieving a 6-figure salary in STEM with

only 2 1/2 years of direct industry experience. 

Kyyah is bold, confident, and empowers her

viewers to be the same.

Abdul is the author of, The Prepared Graduate:

Find your dream job, Live the life you want, and

Step into your purpose.  In The Prepared

Graduate, Kyyah helps readers to identify

steps required to find career success upon

educational graduation. Readers learn resume

tips, how to excel during informal/formal job

interviews, how to negotiate salaries, how to

network online and in-person, financial literacy

and so much more! 

Kyyah Abdul graduated from Charles R Drew

University of Medicine and Science receiving

her Masters in Public Health concentrated in

Urban Healthcare Disparities. In addition to

running Career Savage, she works as a

regulatory consultant for biotech and

pharmaceutical companies. 
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